Key Points:
periods of ultra-low frequency waves and impulses such as changes in magnetopause lo- 
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where L * = 2πB E R 2 E φ [Roederer and Zhang, 2014] . Hence L * is related to the third adi-142 abatic invariant, namely flux φ through a drift contour, and is related to the equatorial 143 radius r 0 of the corresponding drift contour in a dipole with no field perturbations. This 144 is clear using units of Earth radii, (L * = r 0 /R E ). While the drift shell radius will change 145 once the dipole field is distorted, the L * value will be conserved. method. This conserves the square of the signal in the time (t) and frequency ( f ) domain 180 as follows:
where x(t) is the detrended signal in the time domain and ∆t the time resolution.
182
Previous work (Paper 1) has identified three near-instantaneous solar wind properties 183 that are causally correlated with ULF PSD: solar wind speed v sw , interplanetary magnetic 184 field B z < 0 and summed perturbations in number density across 1.69 − 6.79 mHz, δN p .
185
The method used to identify these properties accounts for skewed data distributions and observations. These are therefore conditional probability distributions as they express the 240 probability distribution given a particular set of solar wind properties.
241
The distribution of log 10 (PSD) in each bin is approximated with a normal distri-242 bution, by fitting a normal to the log-power observed in each bin containing at least 10 243 points. While the majority of bins contain distributions of log-power that are technically 244 statistically distinct from normal distributions, they are nonetheless reasonable approxi-245 mations. In Figure 1 we show example distributions from three bins in a single partition; 246 a probability distribution that is highly likely to be drawn from a normal distribution as normal distribution of log-power rather than the entire distribution. 
303
We also show the number density N p for reference. The reproduced power shown in (e) the underlying probability distribution. We anticipate that these will be addressed using sphere. There appears to be a diurnal variation which is captured reasonably well by the 320 four MLT sectors used here; the relative contribution of the solar wind parameters and
321
MLT sectors to the PSD observed throughout the magnetosphere will be considered in fu-322 ture work. However, first we must verify that our model is a good approximation to the 323 original PSD observations. We discuss different metrics for testing this model below.
324

Testing the model
325
While the ability to reproduce observed phenomena is an important test of a model,
326
other model qualities determine whether it is fit for purpose and whether it produces sta-327 tistically significant results. We discuss all these qualities first, before building metrics in 
A "good" parameterization
331
We use the following criteria to define a good parameterization, in no particular or-
1. The parameterization reproduces behavior well, as measured by a relevant metric.
334
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341
The ability of our model to reproduce observed PSD values is examined in Section this quantity is then the separation proxy
which (as illustrated in Figure 4 (c) and (d)) will be zero for two completely over-361 lapping distributions but will be equal to 1 for two distributions with equal standard de- tions we use is better than randomly selected distributions as the variance is smaller, and 398 the variance/mean ratio is such that changes in the solar wind parameters correspond to 399 the probability distribution shifting up and down the power axis without changing shape.
400
An example of this can be seen in Figure 5( done to understand the underlying physics using this probabilistic model.
407
Criteria 3 and 4 reflect the intention that our model be capable of investigating ex- 
Ability to predict ULF wave power
418
We anticipate that our model will be put to two main uses: calculating the total 
433
We use vertically plotted probability distribution functions (violin plots) in Figure   434 6 to compare original and reproduced probability distributions of PSD over an extended Table 2 .
481
For all four examples, both means and sampling methods of using our model were 486 better than randomly sampling, as expected. However, both methods were also superior to 487 assuming 24 hour persistence and using the expected (mean) value from our look-up ta-
488
bles is a better predictor of power than assuming that power continues from the previous 489 hour. For example, at FCHU 3.06 mHz, all four models tested are better than the base- forms all other models, followed by 1h persistence with a score of 69. quencies, the ranking of models compared to a random reference model remains the same.
498
Hence using the mean value is the best method for reproducing a time series whereas the 499 sampling method is outperformed by 1h persistence. However, it should be recalled that
500
-20-Confidential manuscript submitted to Space Weather Forecasting skill scores for four stations and frequencies, testing the ability of the solar wind parameterized model to reproduce the original fifteen years of data. The baseline reference model used is a "random" model, where power is sampled from the original total distribution of the given partition.
Simple 24-hour and 1-hour "persistence" models are tested against this baseline (i.e assuming power in the oncoming hour is the same as the previous day or hour) in addition to the solar wind-parameterized model. The probability distributions predicted for each hour by the solar wind model were either sampled or the mean value was taken to construct each fifteen year time series. Where sampling methods were used, 2000 time series were made and the forecast skill calculated for each one; the median is shown here. mean-value methods against the original total power distribution over an extended time period (as in Figure   6 ) and the forecasting skill tests the ability of models to reproduce a time series. Here we compare the performance of two persistence models and our solar wind-parameterised model (using both sampling and the mean methods) to a baseline "random" model, as described in Table 2 . Results are very similar to the tests carried out on the training data; the sampling method reproduces the power distribution well (as the original power lies within the interquartile range of reproductions) while the mean value predicts the oncoming hour best. (as tested using violin plots in Figure 6 ). Therefore different construction methods should 502 be used depending on the desired output.
503
Similarly, we test these methods for 3.33 mHz at GILL using CARISMA data for 
Comparison to K p-based models
541
Existing models of radial diffusion coefficients and ULF wave PSD use K p. We the requirement for physically motivated parameters (it is difficult to ascribe a direct phys-555 ical property to K p due to the processing involved in constructing it, as discussed below).
556
The variance of the K p bins are similar to those in our solar wind-parameterized model 557 ( Figure 5) ; there may be a lower limit to the variance, either dependent on our hourly 558 timescale or due to underlying physical processes that require better characterization. reference model. Nevertheless, K p is a surprisingly good proxy for ground-based PSD.
580
Examining the relationship between K p and the solar wind parameters suggests that K p 581 represents an independent contribution to power; the two-parameter plot in Figure 10 582
shows that median PSD increases with K p independently of v sw , Bz or log 10 (var(N p)).
583
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(This analysis is in line with that followed in Paper 1 to identify causally correlated pa-584 rameters). As K p is a mid-latitude index it is related to the magnetospheric convection 585 electric field [Thomsen, 2004] 
622
The following review is ordered from purely physical assumptions, through approx-
623
imations of theory that make up our formalism, to observational restrictions and finally
624
uncertainty from our statistical model construction. Median ULF wave power increases with both Bz < 0 and K p. Hence K p represents a contribution to median ULF wave power independent of any correlations with solar wind speed, Bz or variance in proton number density. tributions, which will allow us to produce probabilistic forecasts and to identify areas of 791 uncertainty in future statistical models of radial diffusion coefficients.
792
The probability distribution in each bin is approximated by a normal distribution of tended event while using the mean value is the best method of reproducing a time series.
798
Comparing this to a similarly constructed model based on K p, we find that our prototype 799 model based only on three solar wind parameters slightly outperforms the K p model and 800 that K p represents an independent contribution to power that should later be included in 801 our model. We also find that the uncertainty in a K p parameterization increases during 802 storm times. Hence future improvements could include a dependence on internal magne-803 tospheric properties that satisfy the characterisitcs of a "good" parameterization, which we 804 have defined in Section 4.1.
805
To apply this prototype model to the production of radial diffusion coefficients in- 
